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WINTER 2019 
Christmas looms and with it those decisions of what to give and to whom. There are so 
many new books published this season but we hope our selection of some of the best will help 
make those choices easier.  And if we haven’t hit the spot, do get in touch and we will 
endeavour to help solve your conundrums 

BIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR 

 
CHARLES MOORE    Margaret Thatcher: Herself Alone   (1072pp) £35 
Final volume on Britain’s most important yet controversial peacetime Prime Minister  

ALAN OGDEN    Master of Deception   (352pp) £20 
Adventures of Peter Fleming, travel writer, journalist, intelligence officer & brother of Ian 

ELTON JOHN    Me   (384pp) £25 
‘Funny, honest, moving’: the story behind the pop legend from Pinner  

ANNE GLENCONNER    Lady in Waiting   (336pp) £20 
Unique perspective on a life without inheritance but burdened with social expectations 

A N WILSON    Prince Albert  (448pp) £25 
The Renaissance prince at the centre of the transformation of Victorian Britain 

ALEXANDER LEBEDEV    Hunt the Banker  (256pp) £20 
Wry memoir by the businessman & philanthropist reveals truths stranger than fiction  

THOMAS PENN    The Brothers York   (688pp) £30 
Edward IV, Richard III & the Duke of Clarence: how broken kinship wrecked a dynasty 
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DAVID CAMERON    For the Record   (752pp) £25 
Candid account of his time at the top including his view of the divisive Brexit referendum 

NICHOLAS COLERIDGE    The Glossy Years   (368pp) £25 
Roller-coaster of a life full of beautiful people, money, magazines, museums & gossip 

D J TAYLOR    Lost Girls: Love, War and Literature 1939-1951   (400pp) £25 
Barbara Skelton, Janetta Woolley, Lys Lubbock & Sonia Brownell: the ‘It Girls’ of the Blitz 

WILLIAM FEAVER    The Lives of Lucian Freud vol I   (704pp) £35 
Filled with intimate detail, the youthful life of the artist by his collaborator & confidante  

FRANK CLOSE    Trinity   (528pp) £25 
Life & treachery of  the nuclear scientist & spy Klaus Fuchs during & after WWII 

LEO MCKINSTRY    Attlee and Churchill   (752pp) £25 
From a partnership in war that transcended party lines, to rivalry, to friendship in old age  

JOANNA CANNON   Breaking and Mending   (176pp) £12.99 
A personal yet composed appraisal of the life & struggles of one junior doctor in the NHS  

DIANA DEVLIN    Sam Wanamaker: A Global Performer   (360pp) £20 
Actor, producer, director & tireless campaigner for the rebuilding of the Globe Theatre  

BRENDAN SIMMS    Hitler: Only the World was Enough   (704pp) £30 
Exploding myth, examines how Hitler’s ideology emerged & developed after WWI  

COLE PORTER    The Letters of Cole Porter   (672pp) £25 
Reveals the song writer’s attitude to Hollywood, Broadway, fame & fortune  

STEVE RICHARDS    The Prime Ministers: From Wilson to May   (646pp) £20 
Seasoned political observer on the leadership qualities of nine inhabitants of Number 10  

JULIE ANDREWS    Home Work   (352pp) £20 
Second volume of memoirs by the Oscar winning actress covering her Hollywood years  

JUNG CHANG    Big Sister, Little Sister, Red Sister   (400pp) £25 
The three Soong sisters who shaped modern China. By the author of ‘Wild Swans’  

JOHN HARDMAN    Marie-Antoinette   (376pp) £20 
Timely reassessment of a much maligned Queen, bravely combatting the odds against her  

JULIAN BARNES    The Man in the Red Coat   (280pp) £18.99 
A tour of Belle Epoque Paris with Samuel Pozzi: surgeon & subject of Sargent’s portrait 

JAMES WYLLIE    Nazi Wives  (288pp) November £20 
Carin, Ilse, Gerda, Magda: the complex individuals behind their infamous husbands  

CAROLINE MOOREHEAD    A House in the Mountains   (416pp) November £20 
1943: Italy joined the Allies & the resistance grew. The four women who exemplified it  

NICOLA TALLIS    Uncrowned Queen   (400pp) November £20 
Life of Margaret Beaufort, whose courage & ambition helped son Henry VII to the throne  

KENNETH ROSE    Who Loses, Who Wins: Journals vol. II   (496pp) November £30 
Covering 1979 - 2014: the wry, objective observations of the historian & biographer 
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HISTORY & POLITICS  

 
SIMON HEFFER    Staring at God: Britain in the Great War   (928pp) £30 
Study of an era that saw huge suffering & loss but also great social change for the better  

WILLIAM DALRYMPLE    The Anarchy   (576pp) £30 
How the East India Company changed from a trading corporation to an aggressive power  

RICHARD OVERY & PETER SNOW  World War II Map by Map   (288pp) £25 
Combination of historical maps, photographs, timelines & biographical profiles  

TOM HOLLAND    Dominion   (624pp) £25 
Christianity: the most enduring & influential legacy of the ancient world scrutinised  
ANDREW ROBERTS    Leadership in War   (256pp) £20 
From the French Revolution to the Cold War, the leadership qualities of nine key figures 

ORLANDO FIGES    The Europeans   (576pp) £30 
Cultural history of the 19th C. as seen through the love triangle of Tugenev & the Viardots 

MAX HASTINGS    Chastise: The Dambusters Story 1943   (464pp)  £25 
Dramatic retake on familiar history. The raid & its heroes: were opportunities missed?  

SIMON JENKINS    A Short History of London   (432pp) £25 
How an unremarkable settlement, left out of the Domesday Book, became a great city  

DOUGLAS MURRAY    The Madness of Crowds   (288pp) £20 
As religion & political ideology lose sway to identity politics, a plea for freedom of speech  

HENRY HEMMING    Our Man in New York   (384pp) £20 
William Stephenson & the covert British operation to bring the US into WWII 

BENJAMIN LEVY    Murray’s Cabaret Club   (224pp) £25 
Beak Street’s premier nightclub frequented by the rich, the famous.... & Christine Keeler 

PETER HENNESSY    Winds of Change   (624pp) £30 
The political, social, economic & cultural changes that swept 60’s Britain scrutinised  

DAN JONES    Crusaders   (512pp) £25 
Illuminates human networks that underpinned the Crusades: the men, women & Popes 

HELEN FRY    The Walls have Ears   (336pp) £18.99 
Elaborate intelligence operation tricked German generals into revealing Nazi secrets 
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SIMON SEBAG MONTEFIORE    Voices of History   (288pp) £14.99 
From Churchill to Genghis Khan to Obama: speeches that changed the world & why  

DOUGLAS SMITH    The Russian Job   (464pp) November £25 
1921: How an American charity fought famine in Lenin’s Russia & saved the Revolution  

LESLEY FITTON    Troy: Beyond the Myth   (312pp) November £40 
Examines the legend & the archaeological evidence: from Homer to the present (BM) 

RIAZ DEAN    Mapping the Great Game   (256pp) November £20 
Pioneers who explored & spied in Central Asia, India & Tibet, creating the Survey of India   
 

ART & ARCHITECTURE  

 
JOHN GOODALL    English House Style   (432pp) £62.50 
Jewels from the Middle Ages to the present, from the archives of ‘Country Life’  

HUMPHREY STONE    Reynolds Stone: A Memoir   (176pp) £35 
Celebrates the life & work of the wood engraver whose legacy is stamped on our history 

MARTIN GAYFORD    The Pursuit of Art   (192pp) £16.95 
The art critic on his unusual journeys to discover art & meet artists, some unexpected  

DAVID CANNADINE ED.    Westminster Abbey: A Church in History   (456pp) £35 
Essays, by divers hands, celebrate the 750th anniversary of the current Abbey church 

ASHLEY HICKS    Rooms with History   (256pp) £45 
The historical stimuli that have shaped the interior designs of Mountbatten’s grandson 

TERENCE PEPPER    Always Audrey   (288pp) £45 
Audrey Hepburn photographed by six Iconic photographers. Exhibition (Iconic Images) 

JUDITH CURTHOYS    The King’s Cathedral   (288pp) £35 
History of the convent, priory, cathedral which lies at the heart of Christ Church, Oxford  

ELAIN HARWOOD    Art Deco Britain   (272pp) £25 
From houses & flats, theatres & cinemas to Battersea Power Station: an affectionate guide  

JAN MARSH    Pre-Raphaelite Sisters   (208pp) £35 
The women behind the pictures: wives, mistresses, models, muses & artists besides 
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ANDREW LAMBIRTH    John Nash: Artist and Countryman   (256pp) £40 
Often neglected in favour of his older brother, Paul, the landscape painter re-evalued 

PAUL HENDRICKSON    Plagued by Fire   (624pp) £25 
Life & legacy of Frank Lloyd Wright: ‘flawed creator of flawless buildings’  

THIERRY MOREL    Palaces of St Petersburg  (304pp) £65 
Five great residences explored. From archival & contemporary photographs 

KATE HEARD ET AL    George IV: Art and Spectacle   (296pp) November £45 
Colourful, cultured life of the man & the art he collected (Royal Collection Exhibition) 

ANYA LUCAS    The Painted Hall   (160pp) November £40 
Sir John Thornhill’s masterpiece, newly renovated, at Old Royal Naval College, Greenwich  

 

FOOD, GARDENING & NATURAL HISTORY  

 
CATHERINE HORWOOD    Beth Chatto: A Life in Plants   (288pp) £30 
Written with the subject’s blessing, a revealing portrait of the gardener & the woman  

KATHRYN BRADLEY-HOLE    English Gardens   (492pp) £55 
From the archives of ‘Country Life’. Foreword by His Grace, The Duke of Devonshire  

SHAMIL THAKRAR    Dishoom  (400pp) £26 
As much a celebration of Bombay & its people as it is of its culinary delights 

MEERA SODHA    East   (304pp) £20 
120 vibrant, fuss-free vegetarian & vegan recipes collected from Bangalore to Beijing 

GAVIN THURSTON   Journeys in the Wild   (448pp) £16.99 
Behind the scenes with the award-winning ‘Blue Planet’ cameraman   

RICHARD MABEY   Turning the Boat for Home   (288pp) £18.99 
Celebrating five decades of nature writing: selected articles show how his ideas evolved   

CLARISSA CAMPBELL ORR    Mrs Delany: A Life   (448pp) £30 
Life & work of the botanical artist: her intellectual, aristocratic & forward-thinking milieu 

DIANA HENRY    From the Oven to the Table   (208pp) £25 
From after-work suppers to feasts for friends: simplicity itself 
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NINO ZOCCALI    Venetian Republic   (256pp) £20 
Eighty recipes from the Venetian Lagoon, the Veneto, Dalmatian coast & Greek islands  

NED PALMER    A Cheesemonger’s History of the British Isles   (384pp) £16.99 
From old favourites like Wensleydale to fresh innovations such as Renegade Monk  

PHILIP MARSDEN    The Summer Isles   (352pp) £20 
A voyage of discovery from Cornwall to the Scottish islands in an old wooden sloop  

SASKIA DE ROTHSCHILD    150 Years at Chateau Lafite   (576pp) November £50 
A celebration of the Premier Grand Cru & the six generations who have tended it 

ROSE ELIOT    The Complete Vegan Cookbook   (320pp) November £25 
How following a vegan diet does not mean giving up your favourite dishes   

LAURIE LEE    Down in the Valley: A Writer’s Landscape   (112pp) November £12.99 
Previously unpublished, portrait of the Cotswold village that he was proud to call home   

FICTION  

 
MARGARET ATWOOD    The Testaments   (432pp) £20 
The Republic of Gilead begins to rot from within. Sequel to ‘The Handmaid’s Tale’  

TRACY CHEVALIER   A Single Thread  (352pp) £14.99 
Set during the inter-war years, a ‘surplus’ woman strikes out on her own  

ZADIE SMITH    Grand Union   (256pp) £20 
First collection of short stories by the author of ‘Swing Time’ & ‘White Teeth’  

LARA PRESCOTT    The Secrets We Kept   (480pp) £12.99 
Banned in the USSR, Pasternak’s ‘Dr Zhivago’ becomes the CIA’s Cold War weapon  

ANN PATCHETT    The Dutch House   (352pp) £18.99 
Drawing on fairytale elements, the devastating affect a mansion has on its inhabitants  

COLSON WHITEHEAD    The Nickle Boys  (224pp) £16.99 
Author of ‘The Underground Railroad’ turns his fictional eye on a Florida reform school  

JESSIE BURTON    The Confession   (464pp) £16.99 
A daughter seeks the truth about her absent mother. From the author of ‘The Miniaturist’  

CHRISTINE FERET-FLEURY    The Girl who Reads on the Metro (208pp) £12.99 
Reading is Juliette’s escapism, but what if giving a book to a stranger can also heal lives? 
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WILLIAM SIEGHART    The Poetry Pharmacy Returns   (176pp) £12.99 
More poems to gladden the heart & comfort the soul with trademark meditations 

SOPHIE KINSELLA    Christmas Shopaholic   (384pp) £20 
The indomitable Becky is all set to host Christmas. What possibly could go wrong?  

ALICE OSWALD    Nobody   (88pp) £10 
Eighth collection by the self-styled ‘Homer fanatic’, here inspired by ‘The Odyssey’  

ELIZABETH STROUT    Olive Again   (304pp) £14.99 
Follow Olive Kitteridge as she navigates a second marriage, a stroppy son & everyday life  

JOHN OGDEN    Antique Drum   (320pp) November £19.99 
Final volume in the trilogy which sees our military hero see action in Kenya, Suez & Aden 

SALLEY VICKERS    Grandmothers   (304pp) November £16.99 
Three women & their relationships with the younger generation: evolving, stimulating 

THRILLERS & CRIME  

 
JOHN LE CARRÉ    Agent Running in the Field   (288pp) £20 
Nat believes his days as an agent runner are over. He couldn’t be more wrong..... 

SUSAN HILL    The Benefit of Hindsight   (304pp) £18.99 
DC Simon Serrailler makes a serious error of judgement putting his reputation on the line  

ROBERT HARRIS    The Second Sleep  (336pp) £20 
Did a priest’s obsession for ancient artefacts lead to his death? His successor investigates 

ANN CLEEVES    The Long Call   (384pp) £16.99 
First case for Detective Matthew Venn. From the author of the Vera Stanhope novels  

JESSICA FELLOWES    The Mitford Scandal   (384pp) £14.99 
Newly married Diana Mitford tours Europe with her husband but murder stalks  

JEROEN OLYSLAEGERS    Will   (352pp) £14.99 
1941, occupied Antwerp. Wilfried Wils wants a quiet life. Circumstances decree otherwise  

ELLY GRIFFITHS    Now You See Them   (368pp) £14.99 
Brighton ‘63: a new mystery for the combined forces of Edgar Stephens & Max Mephisto  

KATE WEINBERG    The Truants   (352pp) £14.99 
Weaves contemporary ‘concrete’ university life with Agatha Christie & murder 
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ANDREW WILLIAMS     Witchfinder   (480pp) £18.99 
1963: MI5 & MI6 have been shaken by the traitors Burgess & MacLean. Who’s next?  

MICHAEL CONNELLY    The Night Fire   (416pp) £20 
A cold case but a new investigation for Harry Bosch and Renee Ballard 

GEORGETTE HEYER    Duplicate Death  (336pp) £9.99 
A outwardly civilised card game ends in double murder. A case for Inspector Hemingway  

ABIR MUKHERJEE    Death in the East   (432pp) November £14.99 
Assam 1922: A figure from his London past turns up to haunt Captain Sam Wyndham  

ANJA DE JAGER    A Death at the Hotel Mondrian   (352pp) November £14.99 pbk 
A solved murder case is anything but when the victim turns up to talk to Lotte Meerman 

ALAN FURST    Under Occupation   (224pp) November £20 
Paris 1942: a dying man hands a drawing to a passer-by. Could it aid the Resistance? 

SEASONAL TRIFLES 

 
JOHN JULIUS NORWICH    The Ultimate Christmas Cracker   (224pp) £14.99 
Alongside his 50th Christmas Cracker is a selection from the best of the rest. Hurrah! 

HENRY BLOFELD    My A–Z of Cricket   (368pp) £20 
A jaunt through the history & humour of the game for the amateur & professional alike 

STUART HERITAGE    Bedtime Stories for Worried Liberals   (144pp) £9.99 
Settle down to read ‘The Night Before Brexmas’,  ‘Trumplestilstskin’ & ‘Camerella’ 

HUGH KELLETT    The Dictionary of Posh  (112pp) £14.95 
From ‘ace’ in your G&T to living in your ‘mention’: learn to talk posh 

CHRISTINA HARDYMENT    Novel Houses   (240pp) £25 
Pivotal role played by twenty fictional dwellings, from Bleak House to 221B Baker Street   

BBC RADIO 4    Remarkable Minds   (336pp) £20 
The Reith Lectures’ 70 years: from forgotten gems to Hilary Mantel & Jonathan Sumption  

GARETH MOORE   Times Atlas of the World Puzzle Book  (224pp) £14.99 pbk 
Test your geographical knowledge: capital cities, rivers, mountains & much, much more  

FERGUS BUTLER-GALLIE    Priests de la Resistance!   (288pp) £12.99 
Fifteen brave Christians who stood up to fascism in the 20th century  
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BILL BRYSON    The Body: A Guide for Occupants   (464pp) £25 
Successor to his ‘Short History’, learn all about our physical & neurological make-up  

P G WODEHOUSE    Above Average at Games   (416pp) £20 
A boyhood passion for cricket & golf inspired the mature Plum: stories & journalism   

PETER CONRADI   A Dictionary of Interesting and Important Dogs  (224pp) £9.99 
A treasure trove of canine characters from history, literature & anecdote  

LRB    London Review of Books: An Incomplete History   (256pp) £35 
Intimate account of forty years of intellectual, literary life from the Bloomsbury magazine   

PETER FURTADO    Great Cities though Writers’ Eyes   (368pp) £24.95 
An anthology of travellers’ tales: from Rome to Rio, London to Lhasa   

ADRIAN TINNISWOOD    The House Party   (144pp) November £10 
From cocktails to croquet, a light-hearted history & guide to weekend etiquette  

 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
All these books may be ordered through us via email (vv@venetiavyvyan.com) or over the 
telephone (+44 (20) 8772 1427) and can be sent to destinations across the globe. 
Sometimes publishers change date of publication or need to reprint popular titles.  In these 
situations, or where prices change, we will let you know before sending out your order. 
We will endeavour to have them sent as speedily as possible choosing the most efficient and 
cost effective way available.  Do let us know if you have any particular requests – be it gift-
wrapping, a message included in a present or a particular delivery date. 
Payment may be made via credit card (please ring through the details if at all possible) or 
sterling cheque made payable to Venetia Vyvyan Ltd. or by bank transfer to Lloyds Bank, 
Account number: 50856160 Sort code: 30-84-68. 
 
A separate list of recommendations for children (of all ages) is available on request 
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